
 

 

Reading  Each afternoon starts with a class book—last term 

the books I read aloud to the children focused on the theme of 

dragons and dinosaurs, this term the theme will be Roald Dahl. 

From his short stories, to more complex ones, and to his many 

poems, I shall aim to immerse the children in as much Roald Dahl 

material as I possibly can! After the class read, we will also be 

looking at lots of different texts in detail and will look at structure 

and text content and be asking the children to analyse different 

texts closely.  

The class immersed themselves well in books last term but not 

enough children are still bringing in their home reading books—if 

your child brings theirs in daily thank you as this helps hugely, but 

if not could they please make a big effort this term to bring their 

book bags into school each morning so that they can read with me 

at least once a week. 

Writing 
The children will be producing many pieces of writing  which 

will be all related to the books we study. As before, if  a child 

has put an increased effort into their writing, it may well be 

published on ‘Pobble’. If you have not yet already handed in 

your slip for  ‘Pobble’ please could you provide permission for 

your child’s work to be published, as this is a fantastic way to 

celebrate good pieces of  writing.  

Maths 
This term, the children will be focusing on : 
 Position and Direction 
 Problem Solving using efficient methods 
 Measurement—Time 
 Measurement of mass, capacity and temperature 
They will also continue to embed their knowledge and un-
derstanding of the 2x, 5x and 10x tables, and we will now 
be moving onto the 3x tables. Weekly tests of the tables 
will continue as before. 

Important Dates: 
For the first part of this term, the children will be sitting 

their SATs tests. Children will be tested either individu-

ally or in small groups dependant on what we feel will 

be best for them. See below for more details. 

Homework: 
Homework will continue to be set on a Friday of each week 

and will be due on or before the following Thursday. The 

children will receive a piece of Maths and Literacy each, as 

well as a piece of handwriting. They can work from the 

Roald Dahl topic homework grid, where good pieces of 

work, and  projects completed at home, will be displayed 

for all to see. Some of last term’s homework was excellent 

and ranged from fact finding to excellent pieces of art—I’m 

looking forward to seeing new pieces this term. The grid 

that will come home for this is only an idea of what you can 

do, if you have ideas of your own then please feel free to 

work with your child on any aspect of Roald Dahl and his 

books that  you fancy. 

Spellings will continue to be taught and also given out 

weekly and I am sending out another list of the Year 2 com-

mon exception words that all children are expected to 

know by the time they leave Year 2—the more practice 

they can do with these the better prepared they will be as 

they move on up into Year 3. 

Topic 

This term, Year 2 will be learning all about the  

wonderful children’s author Roald Dahl. They will learn 

about the author’s life from his role as an RAF fighter 

pilot , to his family life and how he wrote his books.  

We will begin with a study of the book ‘George’s Mar-

vellous Medicine’  and move onto other famous works 

such as ‘The Twits’, and ‘James and the Giant Peach’. 

Roald Dahl is also famous for his poetry and his recipe 

books, so we will take the opportunity to study his   

poetry and try writing some of our own, and may finish 

one afternoon by cooking from one of his recipes! 

Notes from the teacher: 

The infants is nearly over! 

It’s incredible to think that we are now in the final third  

section of the year and very soon your child will be moving 

on up to the juniors! Before that however, each child will 

complete the statutory Key Stage 1 tests known as SATS. 

These will be completed over the next few weeks where the 

children will be tested on their reading, spelling and gram-

mar, writing and  maths abilities. These are slightly different 

to the end of Key Stage 2 tests as they are not sent away to 

be marked but they do mean that your child will be given an 

academic grading based on the outcome of these tests and 

how they perform in class.  

 

PE lessons  

PE will continue to take place on Thursday afternoons - could 

all children please bring in their kits and leave them on their 

pegs so that they have them for each lesson.  

What we are learning this half term:  


